RQsum6.-Nous avons mis de I'~H~-A dans des cylindres trSs 6troits afin de stabiliser des textures avec des singularites topologiques r6sultantes. Nous Btudions des textures singulisres qui en r6sul-tent par RMN.
Abstract.-We have placed superfluid 3~e -~ into verynarrow cylinders in order to stabilize textures with dependable topological singularities. The resulting singular textures are studied by NMR.
Defects in ordered media is a subject of great current inte:est /I/. We report here the first step in studying singularit'ies in superfluid 3~e by looking at 3~e -~ trapped in very small cylinders by means of NMR in a Pomeranchuk cell. The superfluid is introduced into 1.2xl0~c~linders (2pm diameter) which have a length to diameter ratio of 1500. We then study only liquid in these tiny cylinders by excluding bulk liquid from the experimental region. Owing to the boundary condition that must be perpendicular to walls, in long cylinders there is only one class of textures which does not inherently possess singular structures, the usual example being the Mermin-Ho texture 121. When the diameter is comparable to or smaller than typical bending lengths (around 1 0 pm) the Mermin-Ho texture is very expensive in terms of bending energies. 'Hence this texture should be excluded from our tiny cylinders, leaving only textures which are singular.
Our probe of the texture is CW NMR. The frequency shifts observed in transverse and longitudinal experiments on the superfluid come from the di- The clearest way to plot longitudinal frequencies is to divide by the bulk frequency so as to remove its strong temperature dependence. The resulting graph is shown in figure 2 . To generate the same type of graph for transverse data we assume that the field and temperature dependence is analogous to the bulk behaviour so w2 = ( Y %~+ ( R~Q~)~ and we then plot the ratio RT. The qualitative shape of the resulting curves follows the longitudinal In (a) the combination of texture and field lets 2 sit in a local minimum of the dipole energy giving rise to a positive frequency shift. In (b) however 2 is forced to sit at a saddle point which gives a positive longitudinal resonance, but a negative transverse shift equal and opposite to the shift in (a). Assuming a random distribution of pinning sites for the singularities a "secant-like" line shape results in (c) which resembles the experimental results. While this model is too crude to produce reliable values a symmetric line shape should be retained in a complete calculation.
The Sussex group has observed cw transverse
